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We create fine jewelry

Coded by hand, crafted by technology



Only by combining the latest 3D technology with over 50 years of 
experience with finest traditional craftsmanship are we able to perfectly 
implement the filigree complexity of our pieces. Exceptionally light and 

comfortable to wear, our jewelry is crafted using 100% recycled 18k gold 
combined with natural gemstones from certified partners.

Our
jewels
We create collections of irresistably smooth and sinuously 
gently moving jewels. 



Our 
designer

Cellular cmoplexity ‘Evolve‘ Exhibition design in the Architecture and Design Museum in Los Angeles, 2014
Collaboration Marie Boltenstern, Julia Koerner Al-Rawi, Kais Al-Rawi
Bild © Ryan Gobuty

Her algorithms create the elaborate 3D models for all 

our jewels and bring them to life. "Architecture allows 
me to create designs that are complex in essence, yet 
effortlessly simple and aesthetically pleasing in 

appearance.’ Marie Boltenstern, Founder and Head of 
Design at Boltenstern.

Educated as an architect with specialization in 
emergent technologies, Marie Boltenstern our 
Founder and Head of design is an expert in 
thinking in multiple dimensinos



Our 
heritage

BOLTENSTERN as a brand for fine jewelry was founded in 

1964 by Marie's father, the artist and goldswithh Sven 
Boltenstern, whose extravagant haute couture pieces 
amazed the jet set of the 70s all over the world.

We are grateful for our precious heritage that 
we transform into a new generation of fine 
jewelry.

Sven Boltenstern in Paris in the 70s. The woman on the far right wears 'body 
jewelry' in 18k gold.
On the left: Sven Boltenstern In his atelier in Vienna.



’The most fascinating thing about it is how natural structures are built 

from strict mathematical rules, yet their results are organic and 
endlessly variable.’ Marie Boltenstern

Our designs capture feelings and experiences in shapes 
and colors inspired by the geometry and beauty of nature, 
embracing their characteristics and qualities to create 
surprising pieces that seem to be alive.

Our
inspiration



We are an international female-led team aiming to build an ecosystem of 
shared beliefs, knowledge and interests with our customers and 
community, empowering each other to do better.

We strive for a future of production-on-demand, minimizing the need for 
resources, raw materials and energy, able to leave a positive impact for 

generations to come.

We work on building a sustainable future through 
technology, consciously developing meaningful change 
through innovation.

Our
belief



At the very heart of our production processes are 
Boltenstern’s in-house developed 3D design systems 

combined with our own mathematical algorithms. But it 
takes more to achieve excellence than technology: that’s 
why every jewel goes through the hands of our skilled 

goldswithhs and is carefully finished to perfection. 

We pair exceptional knowledge in emerging 
technologies with more than 50 years of 
artisanal goldswithh’s tradition and 
craftsmanship.

Our
craft

3D printed platform: ‚Embrace Hong Kong‘ Collection
Elements printed directly from 18k rose gold powder with garnets that are implemented
during the printing process. Completion in the in-house workshop in Vienna.





Elements

Fließende, offene Formen betonen das natürliche Strahlen der 

Edelsteine und schaffen Harmonie zwischen Innen und Außen. Einzelne
Elemente, die ihr kostbares Inneres sicher umschließen, fügen sich wie
die Facetten eines Kristalls zu einem harmonischen Ganzen zusammen.

Inspiriert von den Menschen, Leidenschaften und Träumen, 
die uns zu dem machen, was wir sind, verbindet uns
Elements mit all den Momenten, die unsere
Vorstellungskraft beflügeln.



Halskette 60 cm
EE2NE-HYPU

Diamanten .05 ct gesamt

Ohrringe
mit wechselbaren Anhängern

EE2EP-HYPU
Diamanten .11 ct gesamt

Satin Armband
EE2WR-AZPU

Ring
EE2RI-AZPU

Armband
EE2BR-AZPU 

1.1 Elements Pure
18 Karat Gelbgold mit Swiss Blue Topaz und Diamanten



Halskette 60 cm
EE2NE-HYRB

Diamanten .05 ct gesamt

Ohrringe
mit wechselbaren Anhängern

EE2EP-HYRB
Diamanten .11 ct gesamt

Satin Armband
EE2WR-AZRB

Ring
EE2RI-AZRB

Armband
EE2BR-AZRB 

1.2 Elements Rainbow
18 Karat Gelbgold mit Swiss Blue Topaz und Diamanten



Embrace jewels symbolize the inner strength and shining passion of each 
woman, her unique ability to endure and creatively deal with all expressions of 

life. 

Embrace is a spectacular display of technical skill. The light and airy 
structures are inspired by the gentle power and radiance of our 
precious gems. 

Embrace



Bracelet 3-Row
E42BR-3RML

Bracelet 5-Row
E42BR-5RML

Necklace 5-Star Fall
E42NE-5FML

Necklace Multi Star
E42NE-MUML

Earrings 5-Star
E42EA-5SML

Earrings Spectrum
E42EA-COML

Bracelet 1-Row
E42BR-1RML

Bracelet 5-Star
E42BR-5SML

Ring Flower
E42RI-FOML

Ring Cloud
E42RI-CDML

2.1 Embrace Montreal Leaves
18 Karat Yellow Gold with Amethyst, Swiss Blue Topaz, London Blue Topaz, Peridot, Citrin, Rhodolit



Bracelet 1-Row
E42BR-1RLT

Bracelet 5-Star
E42BR-5SLT

Bracelet 3-Row
E42BR-3RLT

Bracelet 5-Row
E42BR-5RLT

Necklace 5-Star Fall
E42NE-5FLT

Necklace Multi Star
E42NE-MULT

Earrings 5-Star
E42EA-5SLT

Earrings Spectrum
E42EA-COLT

Ring Flower
E42RI-FOLT

Ring Cloud
E42RI-CDLT

2.2 Embrace London Sky
18 Karat Yellow Gold with London Blue Topaz



Bracelet 3-Row
E42BR-3RCY

Bracelet 5-Row
E42BR-5RCY

Necklace 5-Star Fall
E42NE-5FCY

Necklace Multi Star
E42NE-MUCY

Earrings 5-Star
E42EA-5SCY

Earrings Spectrum
E42EA-COCY

Bracelet 1-Row
E42BR-1RCY

Bracelet 5-Star
E42BR-5SCY

Ring Flower
E42RI-FOCY

Ring Cloud
E42RI-CDCY

2.3 Embrace Paris Classic
18 Karat Yellow Gold with Chrysopras



18 Karat Rose Gold with Rosenquarz

2.4 Embrace Cherry Blossom

Bracelet 5-Row
E43BR-5RRQ

Necklace Multi Star
E43NE-MURQ

Earrings Spectrum
E43EA-CORQ

Bracelet 1-Row
E43BR-1RRQ

Ring Flower
E43RI-FORQ

Bracelet 3-Row
E43BR-3RRQ

Necklace 5-Star Fall
E43NE-5FRQ

Earrings 5-Star
E43EA-5SRQ

Bracelet 5-Star
E43BR-5SRQ

Ring Cloud
E43RI-CDRQ



Delicately soft and comfortable to wear, its interwoven elements take the shape 

of gracious wings and slide over the body like a breath of warm wind, 
illuminating the pure beauty of clear and vibrantly colored gems.

Embrace Couture pieces are touches of sparkling diamond and blue 
topaz, surrounded by graceful fine metal structures. 

Embrace Couture



3. Embrace Couture
18 Karat Yellow Gold and Diamonds, London Blue Topaz, Swiss Blue Topaz, and Sky Blue Topaz

Earrings Wave
EC2EA-WATD

Diamonds .54 ct total

Earrings Deco
EC2EA-DETD 

Diamonds .99 ct total

Ring Wave
EC2RI-WATB

Diamonds .3 ct total

Ring Deco
EC2RI-DETB

Diamonds .3 ct total 

Necklace Deco
EC2NE-DETD

Diamonds .77 ct total

Necklace Wave
EC2NE-WATD

Diamonds .45 ct total

Bracelet 3-Row
EC2BR-3RTD

Diamonds 2.52 ct total

Bracelet 5-Row
EC2BR-5RTD

Diamonds 2.52 ct total



Inspired by water, it embodies the utmost linearity and purity of form, revealing 

the individual quality and character of each one of its gold pieces. 

The sinuous and multiform gold curves of Aura jewels evoke images 
of rolling waves at dawn, shimmering on the precious metal surfaces 
in a continuum of perpetual movement.

Aura



4. Aura
18 Karat Yellow Gold

Ring
AU2RI-SI00

Satin Bracelet
AU2WR-V2DB 

Bangle
AU2BA-SI00

Satin Bracelet Mini 
AU2WR-MIDB

Creolen Medium
AU2CR-SI00

45 mm Durchmesser

Creolen Mini
AU2CR-MI00

23 mm Durchmesser



Sparkling with fresh elegance, Grace’s precious floral icon is crafted with a 

central diamond embraced by three Yellow Gold petals shimmering with light. 

Inspired by the gracious movement of blossoming petals blowing 
in the breeze, Grace enhances the natural femininity of the 
woman who wears them.

Grace



Bracelet 2-Row
GR2BR-2RDI

Diamonds .96 ct total

Ring
GR2RI-LLDI

Diamonds .15 ct total

Earrings 2-Row
GR2EA-2RDI

Diamonds .54 ct total

5. Grace
18 Karat Yellow Gold and Diamonds



Inspired by the enchanting atmosphere of Vienna’s ball season, when the city 

comes alive and vibrates to the sound of music, Affinity enchants and makes an 
eternal statement of elegance that combines rigorous geometries with the 
beauty of high-end jewelry.

.

Affinity pieces consist of elegant scales that move fluidly as each 
element evolves, in complete harmony with the skin.

Affinity



6. Affinity
18 Karat Yellow Gold

Ring Hash
AF2RI-HA00 

Necklace Hash Small
AF2NE-HA00 

Earrings Hash
AF2EA-HA00 

Earrings Lumière
AF2EA-CO00

Bracelet Lumière
AF2BR-CO00 

Bracelet 7-Row
AF2BR-7R00 



FABNORA

FABNORA is a kaleidoscope of sensory experiences, which combine in soft 
geometries and shapes in continual motion. It does so through the unexpected 

marriage of interchangeable 3D printed light polyamide pieces and handcrafted 
precious metal components.

Our entry brand is inspired by the smooth sensation of a gentle 
touch, Fabnora adds a pinch of color to Boltenstern creations.




